
Case study

Hospital with several smaller hospital sites

Greenland´s central hosptial needed an

IP communication system which inte-

grated all 16 smaller hospital sites into

one homogenous network.
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Dronning Ingrids Hospital (Queen Ingrid’s Hospital) is

Greenland's central hospital. It was founded in 1953

and is situated in Nuuk on the west coast, the island’s

capital and largest city. About 16,000 of Greenland’s

total population of 55,000 people live in Nuuk, the rest

in smaller towns along the fjords in the south-west of

the main island, which has a relatively mild climate.

Naturally, there are many small hospitals, all of them

gathered under the roof of Dronning Ingrids Hospital.

A combination of Ascom and innovaphone solutions

have been implemented to integrate all Greenland hos-

pital sites in one modern IP communication system.

The decision-making process concerning the modernisati-

on of the communication infrastructure at Dronning Ingrids

Hospital was a long one. Finally, a combination of Ascom

and innovaphone products made the running.  Ascom had

been a supplier for Dronning Ingrids Hospital for years so

that there was a certain level of confidence between the

parties. Asked about the reasons for this decision Henrik

Skafte, Chief Consultant, Ascom Denmark, said: “The per-

sons responsible for the project knew us from earlier pre-

sentations and liked the perfect interplay of our solution

with the innovaphone system. Furthermore, they were very

impressed by the simplicity and power of the latter.” What’s

more, the Ascom-innovaphone solution was less network-

dependent than other solutions, which was an important

point since it meant to reduce external risks. The Ascom-

innovaphone solution can operate locally and can be run

without a network.

The special challenges in Greenland

Greenland is a very special terrain due to its outstanding

geographical position. In order to realise industrial projects,

it is extremely important to cooperate with native Greenland

companies who know all about the particular challenges.

As a Danish company, Ascom chose Nuuk-situated reseller

Comby – a partner with whom Ascom had already realised

other projects in the past. The latter has become a

synonym for professional IT solutions in Greenland and

has strong expertise in carrying out IT projects in difficult

logistic conditions. “Comby was the right choice from the

very beginning”, says Henrik Skafte, and continues: “We

as well as the customer were very happy with them. They

were highly professional and reliable. Almost everything

was golden.”

Before the project was carried out so successfully, some

difficulties had to be overcome. First of all, “The installation

was pretty big and complex, the logistics were difficult and

there was nothing but ice”, smiled Kent Jensen, who was

responsible for the project on innovaphone’s part. Further-

more, there were severe network problems which had to

be solved before the IP telephony project could be started.

However, it all worked out fine due to Comby's expertise.

innovaphone PBX: A small but powerful box

The user

Greenland’s central hospital: Dronning Ingrids 

Hospital in Nuuk

Several smaller hospital units in the South-West ga-

thered under the roof of Dronning Ingrids Hospital
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Dronning Ingrids Hospital, Nuuk



“The Comby staff was very professional and had a lot of 

local knowledge about the customers and the locations.

Some hospitals are only reached every second week by

plane, so that you have to have all material with you when

doing the installation. Comby had sent four people to 

innovaphone’s training centre so everything was planned

perfectly and carried out smoothly”, explains Henrik Skafke.

The implementation process

Before the new IP communication infrastructure was in-

stalled in the various hospitals, all of them had standalone

systems such as Nortel Meridian solutions in the bigger

places and Aastra PBXs in the smaller hospitals. There

was no connection whatsoever between the different sites

of Dronning Ingrids Hospital. 

Therefore, the primary requirement was to integrate all 16

hospital sites into one homogeneous network. In addition,

a lot of further applications had to be integrated and should

be available in all locations. Henrik Skafte explains: “Devi-

ces such as nurse call, wireless DECT, personal alarm,

voice recording, fax or door communication system had to

be integrated into ONE system.” Two innovaphone IP6010

PBXs were shipped to Nuuk hospital, another 23 smaller

innovaphone IP800 PBXs were delivered to the smaller

hospital sites. Furthermore, 225 Ascom DECT phones

(D62  Messenger) and 300 innovaphone IP110 terminals

completed the order. 

In Nuuk, it took only 8 hours until the implementation pro-

cess was finished due to the perfect preparation of all par-

ties. The responsible person in Nuuk, Henrik Overvad,

Hospital Operations Manager of Dronning Ingrids Hospital,

was “astonished about the short time it took until everything

was settled. It was done within one day.” The hospital was

surprised about the tough schedule – “Things were fixed in

no time”, says Henrik Skafte. Apart from the technical side,

there was also a monetary aspect to the efficiency with

which the project was carried out: it is quite expensive to

live in Greenland and every further man-day means a lot of

additional costs. Similar to Nuuk, it usually took one man-

day to install the system in the smaller sites.

Employee satisfaction and further planning

Asked about the handling of the new telephony system,

the receptionist in Dronning Ingrids Hospital says: “No pro-

blem at all, everything is easy to handle”. All other 

The challenge

Very complex installation and difficult logistics

Severe network problems had to be solved before

the IP-project could be started

DECT-integration

No connection between the different hospital sites
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Group of buildings Dronning Ingrids Hospital

Henrik Skafte - Chief Consultant, Ascom Denmark
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employees are equally happy with the new solution: “The

system is flexible and simple at the same time. It is easy to

maintain, cold and warm standby are possible. We are still

wondering that the box is so small but so powerful. And the-

re’s even another advantage to the innovaphone PBX: there

are no moving parts in the PBX”, says Henrik Overvad. 

The innovaphone solution is very flexible, further connec-

tions for new stuff are easily set up. This is very important

since there is a lot of fluctuation in Greenland hospitals. In

Nuuk hospital, a place with a large number of new em-

ployees it is highly important that the in-house technical

staff can do this sort of service work themselves.

Asked about his final conclusion, Henrik Skafte says:

“This Greenland hospital project is a win-win-win-win si-

tuation. >Win< for Ascom, for innovaphone, for Comby

and for the hospitals.”

The solution

Wireless DECT, nurse call, personal alarm, voice

recording, fax and door communication were inte-

grated into ONE system

Integration of all 16 hospital sites in one homogene-

ous network

2 IP6010, 23 IP800, 225 Ascom DECT phones, 

300 innovaphone IP110xxx

In-house technical staff can easily set up new 

connections


